
Ensuring an Accessible Learning
Environment for Nontraditional Students
YuJa’s comprehensive set of features across video, digital accessibility, test proctoring, and student 
engagement platforms can contribute significantly to supporting disadvantaged students.

• First Generation

• Pell-Eligible

• Over Age 24

• English Language Learners

• Veterans or Active Duty Military

• Parents

• Dual-Enrolled

• Disabled Students

• Transfer Students

The YuJa Video Platform provides multilingual support for English language learners, including 
captions and translations in dozens of languages to aid in language acquisition. It also allows students 
to select their preferred language.

“Video is so much more powerful than just a visual. It
connects students in another way, adding a personal touch.”

RED ROCKS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Jon Johnson

Dean of Digital Learning

Red Rocks Community College



Video tutorials can help guide students through learning platforms to support those who may not 
have prior exposure to higher education, such as first-generation students.

Pell-eligible students benefit from Yuda’s suite of ed-tech tools with flexible learning opportunities 
that enable them to learn at their own pace. Students without reliable access to transportation can 
save on transportation costs by attending online courses.

With YuJa, nontraditional students, such as parents, active-duty military members and veterans, have 
24/7 access to their educational materials, which accommodates work schedules, family 
responsibilities, and accommodates potential challenges they may face.

Students with disabilities who 
rely on assistive technology have 
access to a host of accessibility 
features: closed captions, 
alternative formats, website 
accessibility options, and more. 
Electronic Braille, math formats, 
an immersive reader, text-to- 
speech, high-contrast, and plain 
text are just some of the 
alternative formats available.

All students, including dual
enrolled students, can benefit 
from interactive learning with 
quizzes, gamification, and

“One thing we've learned about our student population 
is that even though they may not have access, they 
may also be afraid to let their teachers know that they 
don't have access, for whatever reason. YuJa Panorama 
gave a voice to students who were super shy or feeling 
isolated about their course content.”

SLCC
SOUTH LOUISIANA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dr. Maia Smith
Ed.D, Associate Director of Learning

South Louisiana Community College

collaborative projects. Provide content in a variety of multimedia formats, from video lectures to 
transcripts, and more, which cater to various learning styles.

Create an inclusive and supportive learning environment for nontraditional students, addressing their 
unique needs and helping them succeed academically. YuJa's comprehensive set of features across 
video, digital accessibility, test proctoring, and student engagement platforms can contribute 
significantly to supporting disadvantaged students.
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